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Paizo Publishing, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Pathfinder Tales: Blood of the City, Robin D. Laws, Paizo
Staff, Luma is a cobblestone druid, a canny fighter and
spellcaster who can read the chaos of Magnimar's city streets
like a scholar reads books. Together, she and her siblings in the
powerful Derexhi family form one of the most infamous and
effective mercenary companies in the city, solving problems
for the city's wealthy elite. Yet despite being the oldest child,
Luma gets little respect - perhaps due to her half-elven
heritage. When a job gone wrong lands Luma in the fearsome
prison called the Hells, it's only the start of Luma's problems.
For a new web of bloody power politics is growing in
Magnimar, and it may be that those Luma trusts most have
become her deadliest enemies! From visionary game designer
and author Robin D. Laws comes a new urban fantasy
adventure of murder, betrayal, and political intrigue set in the
award-winning world of the "Pathfinder Roleplaying Game".
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just e ortlessly can get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Feder ico Nola n-- Feder ico Nola n

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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